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1Department of Physics, Brown University,
Providence, Rhode IslandIn 2012, nanopore DNA sequencing
became a reality, with the publication
of a proof-of-concept by the academic
team led by Akeson and Gundlach (1)
and the nearly simultaneous announce-
ment (without publication) by Oxford
Nanopore Technologies (Oxford Sci-
ence Park, Oxford, UK) that the com-
pany had successfully sequenced
DNA strands measuring tens of kilo-
bases in length using nanopore tech-
nology (2). Nanopore sequencing has
great technological potential because
it is a single-molecule technique,
there is no upper limit to the length
of DNA that can be sequenced, and
the electrical sensing mechanism can
be massively parallelized on a chip.
In this issue, Lu et al. (3) present a
study of the diffusion of single-
stranded DNA inside MspA, the pro-
tein channel that serves as the key
sensor in nanopore sequencing. The
authors show that the diffusion of
DNA explains the worse-than-ex-
pected spatial resolution of the sensor
and suggest a practical way to use
force to improve the resolution. These
findings offer an important lesson for
sequencing, but one that still needs to
be tested in practice.
The way nanopore sequencing
works is simple and appealing: a vol-
tage difference applied across elec-
trolyte baths on either side of an
insulating membrane containing a sin-
gle nanopore produces a current of ions
through the nanopore and pulls single
strands of DNA through the nanoporehttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2015.10.003
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electrophoresis. The presence of the
DNA inside the nanopore blocks a
fraction of the ionic current, and the
residual current level is measured to
provide information on the structure
of the molecule blocking the nanopore.
The geometry of a nanopore is what
determines its sensing characteristics,
and in the case of MspA, what
gives it the ability to read the DNA
sequence.
Another key to nanopore sequencing
is the use of a DNA processing enzyme
such as a polymerase to control the
motion of DNA inside the nanopore
(4). The polymerase is larger than the
barrel of MspA, so when it is bound
to DNA it serves as a molecular stop,
preventing the DNA from traveling
any further through the nanopore. The
polymerase also acts as a powered
ratchet, pulling the DNA through the
nanopore one base at a time against
the electrophoretic force. This process
gives the measurement electronics
enough time (typically several milli-
seconds) to accurately measure the
residual current level for each DNA
position.
MspA has exceptional sensing char-
acteristics thanks to a short and sharp
constriction into which only two
DNA bases fit. The residual current
should reflect the identity of the pair
of bases in that constriction; however,
experiments have shown that the re-
sidual current in fact depends on the
nearest four bases to the constriction.
What explains this loss of resolution?
This question is extremely important
because the resolution strongly affects
the accuracy of nanopore sequencing,
which is commonly seen as the tech-
nology’s most significant weakness.
To understand why, consider that there
are 256 unique ways of ordering four
DNA bases, called a quadromer. If
MspA produced 256 corresponding
and uniquely identifiable residual cur-
rent levels, sequencing DNA would
be straightforward, but this is unfortu-
nately not the case. The residual cur-
rents for different quadromers areoften indistinguishable from one
another, so in order to select the correct
one, sequencing algorithms rely on
the fact that a quadromer’s sequence
will have overlap with the ones before
and after it as the molecule proceeds
base-by-base through the nanopore
(5). Errors are inevitable, however,
and one study estimated the error rate
for base calls by Oxford Nanopore
Technology’s MinION nanopore seq-
uencing platform at 38% (6). Improved
data analysis methods significantly
improve the accuracy of the MinION
sequencer (7), but no technical
advance is likely to improve the accu-
racy more than increasing the resolu-
tion of the sensor. If MspA could
resolve pairs of DNA bases, of which
there are only 16 unique possibilities,
there would likely be greater separa-
tion between the residual current levels
and less difficulty in identifying
ambiguous levels.
Lu et al. (3) hypothesized that the
rapid diffusive motion of DNA about
its stopped position inside the nano-
pore is what reduces the spatial re-
solution of MspA. Although such
fluctuations are too small and fast to
be observed directly, the same thermal
motion leads to other, more easily
quantifiable consequences, in partic-
ular the escape of DNA oligomers
from a pore. In 2008, Wiggin et al.
(8) reported on elegant experiments
that quantified the diffusivity of DNA
inside the a-hemolysin channel by
measuring the distribution of escape
times for short oligomers. Lu et al.
(3) performed similar measurements
of 27-nucleotide-long poly-dA oligo-
mers escaping from an MspA channel.
The oligomers were attached to a Neu-
trAvidin stop at the 30 end and inserted
electrophoretically into the pore all
the way to the NeutrAvidin stop by
applying 160 mV. Then, the voltage
was abruptly reduced to 70 mV or
lower, which allowed the oligomer to
eventually escape by diffusion. Escape
a b
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FIGURE 1 Influence of the applied force on the resolution of nanopore DNA sequencing. The sche-
matic shows a DNA strand stalled in the sensitive constriction of an MspA nanopore under (a) a low
applied force, which allows diffusion to shuffle the bases in the constriction; and (b) a high applied
force, which suppresses fluctuations. To see this figure in color, go online.
2002 Steinis a stochastic first-passage process,
and fitting a first-passage model to
the distribution of escape times obtains
the diffusion coefficient of DNA as
well as its effective linear charge
density.
The experimental data of Lu et al.
(3) show a strong increase in the
escape time with applied voltage,
which is consistent with DNA making
ever-smaller excursions from the mo-
lecular stop as the applied force in-
creases. At an applied voltage of
180 mV, a representative condition
for sequencing, theory suggests that
DNAwill spend 99% of its time fluctu-
ating within a region only two bases
in length. The timescale over which
DNA’s position fluctuates by this
amount is<10 ns—an order-of-magni-
tude shorter than the fastest change
that can be detected by the current
amplifier. The measured residual cur-
rent therefore reflects an average over
the fluctuating DNA positions, and
the spatial resolution decreases in
proportion with the scale of these fluc-
tuations. The loss of resolution ex-Biophysical Journal 109(10) 2001–2002pected for DNA measurements in
MspA (~2 bases) agrees with the
amount observed in practice.
A key insight of Lu et al. (3) is that
the fluctuations of DNA depend on the
applied force, which in principle can
be used to increase the resolution, as
illustrated in Fig. 1. Theoretically, at
an applied voltage of 300 mV, the
scale of DNA’s positional fluctuations
should decrease by 1 base to ~1 base
in extent. A modest increase in the
applied force should therefore make a
consequential improvement in the res-
olution of the sensor.
Will increasing the electrophoretic
force improve MspA’s resolution in
practice? The answer depends on how
much additional force the enzyme can
withstand, and how large a potential
the lipid bilayer in which the nanopore
is inserted can tolerate before the onset
of electroporation. There is an obvious
way to test these limits and the efficacy
of the high-force technique: repeat at
higher forces experiments like those
of Manrao et al. (9), which mapped
out the response of MspA to a singledG nucleotide substitution at each po-
sition along a poly-dA oligomer stalled
in the pore. Interesting surprises might
await us at the subnanometer scale. We
might discover that the enzyme and
the MspA channel exhibit significant
elastic flexibility, which would tend
to negate the force’s influence on ther-
mal positional fluctuations. We might
also discover that increasing the force
alters how the bases orient inside the
constriction (for example, by stretch-
ing the DNA strand (10), as studies
on the a-hemolysin pore suggest),
causing the differences in the base-
dependent residual current levels to
grow either larger or smaller. The
huge implications for DNA sequencing
will force this idea to be tested!REFERENCES
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